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0.  FOREWORD

0.1 Bangladesh Standards Specification for Platform Weighing Machines This Bangladesh 

Standard was adopted by Bangladesh Standards and Testing Institution on 29.05.2006 after the draft 

had been reviewed, thoroughly discussed and finalized by the Sectional Committee for Metallic 

sheet, plate, wire and allied products and had been endorsed by the Engineering (Mechanical) 

Divisional Committee. 

0.2  This standard is subjected to periodical reviews and amendments, if necessary in order cope 

with the latest industrial and technological innovations. Any suggestions for improvement will be 

reviewed by the committee in due course for adaptation. 

0.3  This standard is intended chiefly to cover the technical provisions relating to all type of 

weighing instruments and it does not include all the necessary provisions of the contract. 

0.4  In the preparation of this standard assistance has been drawn from Bangladesh Standards 

of Weights and Measures Rules 1982, IS 1435:1998 and assistance to derived is acknowledged 

herein with thanks. 

0.5  In the preparation of this standard assistance has been drawn from the weights and 

measures Rules and Acts on Weights and Measures prevailing in the country. 

1.  SCOPE

This standard covers the requirements for platform weighing machines. 

2.  TERMINOLOGY

For the purpose of this standard, a platform weighing machines shall mean a weighing instrument 

with compound levers and with the goods respectable generally in the form of a platform. The capacity 

of these machines does not normally exceed 5000kg and the weight of the load is indicated with 

steelyard or other form of indicator. 

2.1  The general layout of a platform weighing machine is given in Fig. 1, which shows a loose 

weight type machine. In the case of 'no-loose-weight' type machine, there are two sliding poises, one 

for the major bar and the other for major bar and the other for the minor bar of the steelyard. 

3.  CAPACITIES

Platform weighing machines shall be of the following capacities: 

10 kg, 20 kg, 50 kg, 100 kg, 150 kg, 200 kg, 250 kg, 300 kg, 500 kg 1000 kg, 2000 kg, 3000 kg and 

5000 kg. 

4. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

The weighing machine shall comply with the general requirements specified in ...... : 2005 In 

addition, the weighing machines shall comply with the requirements given in 4.1 to 4.6.  

4.1  Steelyard 

The steelyard in the platform weighing machine shall not have any readily removable part except the 

support for proportional weights. There shall be one or more tops to prevent the sliding poise or 

poises from traveling behind the zero mark. The minimum travel of a steelyard in platform machines 

shall be 10 mm either way. 
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